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ENGINEERING AND
CONSTRUCTION
We work together to reimagine the future of construction, in a
way that is accessible to all and, most importantly, sustainable.



ARCHITECTURE
We are UCHI. We create architecture, landscapes,
interiors, commercial spaces and everything that you
can imagine.
Founded in Portugal, 2010.



KIOSKTOURISM TOURISM



(Who) are we?
We have started as a small family business back
in 1990 under a different name, at the time only
operating in the public works sector. However,
we have expanded the areas of activity with the
incorporation of strategic companies to
complement the services we provide, while
always keeping the traditions well present.

PROCUREMENT1
We are always looking for the next exceptional
land to create the a new project. We invest and
sell the land with the cost diluted in the asking
price.
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ARCHITECTURE

We seek the balance of design, sustainability and
cost control. We materialize your idea with our
experience.

CONSTRUCTION

The last step of the process is its materialization!
Build at your own pace and without surprises.
Each project is properly optimized to meet your
budget.



TOURISMRESIDENTIAL RESIDENTIAL



(What) we do?
At UCHI we believe that architecture should be
accessible to everyone.

Residential1
Has that special moment to build
your new house arrived? We can't
wait to hear your idea! Tell us
everything you want and wait to
be surprised.

2 Commercial and Tourism

Office? Kiosk? Tourism project?
Great! At UCHI you can find all
these solutions and more!

Special Projects3
Do you like to change locations?
No problem! At UCHI we develop
solutions that allows you to
(literally) take your home with
you.



Our Process
At UCHI we don't like to work with price lists and standardized
projects. We believe that architecture is a symbiotic process
between the land and its future occupant. We are here to
mediate and advise you throughout the process.

Our projects are merely ideas to inspire you. Risk it,
scratch and deconstruct everything. You will see
that in the end something absolutely fantastic will
come out of it!



TOURISMTOURISM TOURISM



(How) to do it?
If we don't work with a price list, how can you
know if UCHI is your ideal partner? Talk with us
by following the steps on the side:

(WHAT) DO YOU NEED?1
Tell us your idea. The more information you can
provide the quicker and precise our response
will be.
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(HOW) DO YOU PLAN TO DO IT?

What are your conditions? What is your
available budget? Do you already have the
idea for the project?

(WHEN) DO YOU WANT TO START?

Not everything in life needs to be done for
yesterday. The project starts when you are
ready for it!



Seems real?
At UCHI, in addition to maintaining the traditions of
sketch architecture and making models to design
projects in the most didactic way possible with our
customers, we are also able to work with the latest
3D visualization technologies.

Project Villa Carvalhosa with Unreal Engine



GET INSPIRED

We provide you with a base for inspiration. Print,
scratch it and change everything you want. Let us
get your idea at the end!
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OUR
PRESENCE
Some of the countries we've had the
opportunity to visit. Which will the next one be?

ANGOLA

PORTUGAL

SENEGAL

MOZAMBIQUE

PARAGUAY



A few projects where we had the opportunity to participate

LUCIOS S.A

Nautical Center - Viana do Castelo Rowing Equipment

Public Equipment

2013 GENERAL CONTRACTOR



CÂMARA MUNICIPAL DE FAFE

The Queimadela Dam

2014 GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Public Equipment



LUCIOS S.A

Faculty of Medicine of the University of Porto

Education

2012 GENERAL CONTRACTOR



FERREIRA S.A

Francisco de Holanda Secondary School

2012

Education

GENERAL CONTRACTOR



Say Hello!
Would you like to send us an email or schedule a

visit? We love visits! You can find our contacts here.

Workshop

Rua do conhecimento

no.10, Soutelo - Vila

Verde

Email Phone

geral@arestaconstrucoes.pt 253 092 860


